
Surrey Heath Borough Council – Greenspace Bin Review 
 
Overview 
The purpose of this document is to provide a summary of current  litter bin provision 
in the borough and  set out recommendations for upgrading and improving waste 
collection. Details of costs for implementing this work is also included. 
 
This report looks to source funding for non-parish areas through a main CIL fund, 
parishes will be made aware of the project and asked if they would like to allocated 
funding from their contributions to be included in this bin roll-out.  
 
Context and Main Considerations 
A survey carried out in 2023 showed there to be 409 bins in the borough serviced by 
Surrey Heath Borough Council’s Grounds Maintenance contractor, Glendale.  There 
are 173 Dog Bins and 236 litter bins.  Of these bins 64 litter bins and 65 dog bins 
(total 134) are parish bins 
 
The original style of litter bins introduced to Surrey Heath were small open top 
wooden bins and wrought iron bell top bins. The open wooden bins are prone to 
wear and tear which can be a hazard for the collection operatives with sharp edges 
and splinters. Furthermore the contents of the bins are easily accessed by foxes and 
other wildlife which leads to increased litter spillages and complaints from residents. 
Over the years many of these bins have been replaced with plastic closed top bins 
However there are still a number of old bins remaining within the Borough, with 
examples shown in Figure 1; 
 

 
 
Fig 1: Old style bins       
                                                  
Surrey Heath has 173 dog waste bins, many of which are directly next to general 
waste bins.  Legislation changed a number of years ago meaning that dog waste is 
no longer specialised waste and as such can be added to general waste bins. These 
bins fill very quickly as the capacity is restricted,  they tend to be used for general 
waste along with dog waste. 
 
 



 
Fig 2: Dog waste bin 
 
Recommendation 
 
Having reviewed the existing bin provision, we are proposing the following three key 
recommendations for improving the service provided to residents; 

- Replacement of the remaining old style bins  
- Remove bin duplications where a dog waste bin is next to a general waste bin 
- Replace dog waste bins with closed top general waste bins 

 
These recommendations would bring significant benefits including; 

- Cleaner greenspaces, closed top bins are more secure to wildlife and weather 
- Provide larger capacity to collect waste 
- Provide a safer working environment for the operatives servicing the bins 

 
 Proposal and costs 
 
We would propose bins that are to be replaced with our standard Glasdon Plaza bins 
as these are already used throughout the Borough. 
 

 
Fig 3: Glasdon Plaza litter bin 



Borough Bin Replacement –  
To replace 121 old style bins and dog bins would cost up to £61,710 (inc. VAT)  To 
remove 47 dog waste bins totals £4,700.  The total cost for the borough bin 
replacement programme totaling £66,410 
 
Non- Parish - 
To replace all 75 old style bins and dog waste bins would cost approximately 
£38,250 (inclusive of VAT).  To remove a further 28 dog waste bin £2,800. That total 
cost for non-parish bins would be £41,050  
 
Parish -  
Parish bins within this project equate to 46 needing to be replaced at a cost of 
£23,460 and 19 to be removed coming to £1900. Parish total of £25,360  
 - 
 
The bins to be replaced or removed are fixed into the ground with concrete so have 
to be removed by a 3rd party contractor. The £100 removal charge per bin is based 
on the price of an existing SHBC approved contractor, but scaled up to this number 
of bins we expect to explore options by seeking quotes from other suppliers ensuring 
that they provide value for money.  
 
Project Timeline 
 

 
 

  Task Oct-23 Nov-23 Dec-23 Jan-24 Feb-24 Mar-24 Apr-24 May-24 
Invite quotes                
Choose supplier               
Bins supplied                  
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